Introduction
Payments are essential in the exchange of money for goods and services between sellers and buyers. The most used payment instruments in point of sales locations are cash and payment cards. Over the past decades, we have witnessed changes into how individual's pay. In particular, there has been a drop in the use of cash as payment instrument both in terms of value and frequency. Payment cards, such as charge, credit, and debit, and more recently new payment instruments, such as mobile payments and e-money, are replacing cash. These changes occur more or less in all economies and across the globe, but are particular evident in the Nordic countries, where you also can find a lively debate on the cashless society [3, 4, 8] . For instance, in Sweden there is a cash rebellion "Kontantuppror", where lobby groups in particular representing the cash-in-transit service industry and older people, demand that banks accept cash again (Note that most Swedish bank branch offices are cashless). In parallel, payments are receiving increased attention from academic communities and span several disciplines, including information systems [11, 20] , consumer research [10, 23, 25] , marketing [17, 26] , economics [6, 22] , sociology [16] , management science [2, 3, 24] , and banking and finance [12, 15] . This has resulted in a variety of topics in the study of payments, including what money is [29] , costbenefit analysis of cash and payment cards [7, 27] , competition [9] , social implications [18] , choice and spending behavior [25, 27] , payment framework [5] , and adoption of mobile payments [1, 20, 31] .
Despite the above, one aspect of payment research which has been largely ignored is merchant acceptance of payments, i.e. why do merchants accept or don't accept specific payment instruments. There are some exceptions, including the adoption of mobile payments by merchants [21] and the study of merchants point of sales data [26] . One finding is that cash payments are much more expensive than card payments [6] [accepted] in the future". In the realm of an emerging cashless society, we are in particular interested in when merchants stop accepting cash.
We assume that merchants are economic rationale in their decision making, i.e. merchants will stop accepting cash when it becomes more expensive to manage cash acceptance than the marginal profit on cash sales. It is important to note that Swedish merchants are not legally bound 1 to accept cash as a mean of payment but can decide themselves which payment services to accept. However, we acknowledge the existence of other factors influencing this choice, including the risk of being robbed.
Our work has the potential of contributing to the understanding of merchant's role towards a cashless society by developing a research model that explains the when merchants will stop accepting cash at point of sales.
Background
The context of this study is Sweden, since it is among the countries in the world with the lowest value in banknotes and coins in circulation compared with gross domestic product.
Retail payments in Sweden
One measure of cash use is the value of outstanding cash -bills and coins -compared with the gross domestic product (GDP), which varies between countries, as shown in Table 1 . This measure provides an estimate of how dependent a payment system on cash, since many cash transactions are person to person (P2P) transactions and therefore not registered in any official statistics. The numbers for Sweden show a long-term downward trend when comparing outstanding cash to GDP. In 1950 this 1 The Riksbank law states that cash is legal tender in Sweden and should therefore be accepted, but the freedom to enter contracts underpinning contractual and commercial law implies that a payer and a payee can enter an agreement that sets the Riksbank law aside. It should be noted that there are few court case rulings in this area and none in the highest court. This is not the case in Denmark or Norway, where central bank laws have superiority over contractual and commercial law.
number was nearly 10 percent but the last ten years it has been below three percent, and 1,8 percent in 2015, as shown in Table 2 . The most recent statistics show that the number is around 1,5 percent in August, 2016. This long-term decline is, however, often the result of a process where GDP is increasing faster than the outstanding value of cash. A second, and quite extraordinary observation, is that the nominal outstanding value of cash has been declining since its peak in 2007. This is -to our knowledge -unique for Sweden and a strong indication of the transition towards a more or less cashless society in Sweden. According to data from the Riksbank, the decline is significant and fast also in 2016 where the nominal value of outstanding cash decreased over 12 percent in the period from January to July. The statistics on the usage of payment instruments in Sweden show that cash is rapidly declining. There several explanations for this. The first explanation is the long-term increase in the use of card payments in Sweden. Card payment schemas were launched in a greater scale during the 1990s and merchants as well as consumers have adopted card payments as the most important payment instrument in retail point of sales (POS) locations. The number of card transactions at POS and the value of these transaction have been growing steadily during the last ten years. In addition, the number of ATM withdrawals and value of such withdrawals have been declining over that last ten years (Table 3) A second explanation is the recent is the introduction of a mobile payment service that enables real-time clearing and settlement and therefore provide similar functionality as cash, i.e. the value in the transaction is transferred in real-time from the payer to the payee. Much in analogy with the passing of a bill from one hand to the other. This service -which is called Swish -was launched by banks in 2012 and has become very popular for person-to-person payments. The growth was high in both 2014 and 2015. By the end of August 2016, the service was used by 4,7 million Swedes and transactions worth 8,2 billion SEK were made during August 2016 4 . This service has, however, not yet been adopted at a large scale by merchants.
Merchants' choice of payment services
Merchants in Sweden can decide to not accept cash but are at the same time not allowed to issue a surcharge to consumers related to which payment service that are used, which in essence means that merchants' choice of ideal payment service primarily is based on the direct costs and revenues related to each specific payment service. But research also shows that other factors play an important role as well.
A study by Loke [19] of which factors that determine a merchant's decision to participate in a card scheme identified the following factors as important explanatory variables:
• Merchant's background (including age, number of personal credit cards held 5 , and use of computers 6 ) • Merchant's business characteristics (including business sector, total value of transactions per month, average value of transaction, profit margin, location of business) • Effects of other players' decision via merchant's perception (including merchant's perception of customers' use of cards and competitors' participation in the card scheme)
The study (ibid) arrived at two main conclusions. The quantitative analysis related to the factors above showed that the statistically significant explanatory variables were: age of the merchant which had a negative relation to the probability of accepting card payments; number of cards held by merchant (positive relation); business sector (where surprisingly enough non-technical stores were more positive to accepting cards); total value of transactions (positive relation); merchants' perception of customers' use of cards (positive relation); and competitors' acceptance of card payments (positive relation). When discussing these results, the study concluded that the demand from customers was the most important factor while the merchants' wish to boost sales related to acceptance of card payments was the second most important factor. Other studies [12, 13, 30] highlight the importance of different characteristics of merchants, characteristics of payers or consumers and a number of other factors. Regarding the characteristics and decision factors of merchants this includes: industry, location, margins or profitability, type of products sold, type of customers, price of payment services, amount of revenue connected to payment service, interoperability of the service, as well as other factors such as, for instance, risks, employees' opinions and work environment issues. Regarding the characteristics and decision factors of payers this includes: socio-demographic characteristics (age, gender, education, income), transaction frequency and value, speed and ease of use of services, need for integrity, technology interest, trust in services and in the payment system in general, costs of payment and banking services, as well as other factors.
Research Model
Based on the review of retail payments in Sweden our research model is therefore rather straightforward. We ask ourselves if and under which circumstance merchants will stop accepting cash and instead accept only card payments, and base the analysis on business factors such as revenues and costs related to cash and revenues and costs related to card payments. Our model is based on the following features: Let πi denote the profit of the merchant, cj the fixed cost and vj the variable cost for each merchant of accepting payment methods j=a, b. With variable cost, we mean the cost as a function of the size of the revenue generated by the payment method in question. We also assume that all merchants have access to the same technology for receiving payments. In Sweden, this can be motivated by nearly all points of sale have to use cash registers that are approved by the tax authority, i.e. the tax authority limits the merchants' choice to a narrow and clearly defined set of technologies.
Let xϵ(0,1) denote the revenue margin, i.e. the share of the revenue that exceeds the cost of the good sold. The merchants profit maximization problem is thus to maximize π i over θ. In the general case this means that the merchant will accept cash if r i a (x-v a ) -c a ≥ 0 for b=0 or 1 or both. In the following we will restrict ourselves to the case where merchants already accept cards (b=1). The first reason for this is that it allows us to focus on the question of when does a merchant abandon cash and still remains on the market. The second reason is that in Sweden cards are nearly universally accepted. To answer our research question, we have to estimate x, v a and c a which will allow us to find the critical revenue threshold
which the merchant accepts cash and below which he does not.
Selected survey items and points for discussion:
Data collection will be carried out by the three big trade associations, covering retailing and restaurants. The unit of data collection is a store (location) in 2016.
• What is the total turnover incl. VAT in 2016 of your store_____? Total value in cash_____? And share of total transactions (%)____? Total value in card_____? And share of total transactions (%)____?
Substitution effect.
• How much did your company pay the bank / card company on average on top of the fixed costs? Per transaction (on average) or fee + ______% of the amount Background questions.
• 
